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Erin Shirreff is not a photographer,
she would tell you, even if the
photographic image lies at the
center of her practice. Known primarily
for her photo- and video-based work,
Shirreff is part of a generation of young artists
whose reflections on photography have
revitalized the medium, but who eschew
thinking of themselves as photographers in
the classical sense. And whereas in her
work it often appears that art historical references abound (for instance to Donald Judd
and Tony Smith, in two pieces in her
Kunsthalle Basel exhibition, or to Medardo
Rosso and James Turrell in previous works),
her resultant still and moving images are
not really about such seeming references.
Instead Shirreff mines the vexed questions of
how images mean and matter to us, and
how we negotiate the distance between an
object and its photographic representation,
or between a photographic representation
and our memory of what it shows. To do so,
she often focuses her gaze on historical artworks because of the nebulous quality known
as “aura”—a distinguishing specialness—that
they seem to possess. This is everywhere
evident in Halves and Wholes at Kunsthalle
Basel, the Canadian artist’s first solo presentation in a European institution.
The centerpiece of the exhibition is a new
video, Concrete Buildings (2013—16). Each
of its projections is devoted to one of the
(only) two pieces of architecture that Donald
Judd entirely designed and built in
his lifetime; Judd intended them as ideal
spaces to house and display his artworks as
well as those of several artists close to him.
Shirreff ’s video in two parts, each with a
different temporality, endows the imagery
with a heft and presence best described
as sculptural. Each is composed of a decidedly
layered and labored combination of
moving sequences and countless still images,
made by the artist and then re-photographed
in her studio. On the surface, nothing much
“happens”: we see the two concrete prototype
structures (ten buildings in all were originally planned) in their current state, at once
halted and ruinous in the landscape of
Marfa, Texas, having failed to stand up as
built structures. And yet in filming and
photographing them in varying light and
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weather conditions, watching, tracking,
almost caressing them—with the tenacity of
a private detective and the tenderness of a
lover—Shirreff turns them into emblems of
time, mortality, and maybe even folly, as they
reveal the possibilities and limits of one
man’s (built) vision.
Shirreff ’s work, here as elsewhere, suggests
a persistent concern with what happens
to us when we look at something. She admits
to being haunted herself by the physical and
emotional affect of duration: not necessarily
the temporal length of a video, for instance,
but the everlastingness implied by the art
objects she is drawn to. In Judd’s case, this
is felt in his constructions—conceived, built,
failed, aborted, and then left to the elements—which in Shirreff ’s hands become a
cipher for the onlooker watching them,
equally subject to the passage of time. This
preoccupation with the temporal determined
for her the (long) duration of her two-part
video, and we might understand duration as
its true subject, more than Judd or Minimalism or architecture per se.
Time is arguably also the subject of Still
(2016), a series of nine new black-and-white
photographs. Demonstrating the elegant
stillness of a Giorgio Morandi painting,
Shirreff ’s images are the result of extraordinarily extended exposure times, revealing
assemblages of simple, almost Platonic forms
and surfaces evocative of “sculpture,” bathed
in light and shadow. Shirreff is aware of
the legacy of artists before her, like Rosso and
Constantin Brâncuși, who insisted on being
the photographers of their own sculptures
because they understood well that the spaces
between objects and their representations
are witchy interstices, loaded with meaning.
In her case, Shirreff reverses her predecessors’ sculptural logic: the graphite-pigmented plaster objects were built for the express
purpose of being photographed, and whether
they will continue to exist beyond that is
uncertain. They enable explorations in photography—its ability to translate a threedimensional object into a two-dimensional
image—but also explorations of physical scale.
Shirreff likes thinking about how looking at
something blown up or reduced in size plays
on our imagination.

In the final gallery, the 16mm film Sculpture
Park (Tony Smith, Amaryllis) (2006/2013)
is devoted to Tony Smith’s outdoor public
sculpture Amaryllis (1965), an iconic piece of
Modern art. Shirreff makes her subject’s
quiet presence felt, and snow flurries seem to
collect upon it. But the film is a piece of
crafted fiction: she built a reduced-scale
maquette of the Smith work in her studio
based on an image she found on the Internet,
re-creating the picture’s inevitable distortions of angle. The “snowfall,” for its part,
is actually finely shredded Styrofoam dropped
from above the camera’s view. Any understanding of the Smith sculpture gleaned from
her film must thus be skewed and partial,
reminding us of the gaps that sit between a
thing and its representation, or, in the age
of Facebook, Snapchat, and Instagram, the
inevitable gaps between our experience
of something and the Internet’s version of it.
A critic once claimed that Shirreff ’s art
advances a veritable “theory of the object.”
If it does, her work suggests that any such
theory must admit to an object’s essential
unknowability. In an era when the proliferation of images, and the immediacy with
which we access and consume them, is ever
expanding, Shirreff reminds us how much
of our relationship to the world is mediated
through representations. She also offers
a way of working (and a way of looking) that
runs counter to the quickly snapped and
just as quickly forgotten. Through this tight
selection of works in three different media
(film, video, photography), all operating at varied scales and timeframes, Shirreff ’s art
offers itself as a meditation on encounter—our
encounters with things, including sculpture,
but also with art in the broader sense, art
history, photography, loss, and longing. Her
art asks us to take time to experience it—or,
you could say, to encounter it, all the better
perhaps to “unknow” the things she pictures
in it.
Erin Shirreff was born in 1975 in Kelowna,
Canada; she lives and works in New York,
USA.
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From the catalogue published on the occasion of Erin Shirreff's show at the Institute of Contemporary Art/Boston and the Albright-Know Art Gallery, 2015

Reflected Light
Cathleen Chaffee

At the beginning of the nineteenth century,
Antonio Canova applied a wax coating to his
sensuous marble sculpture of 1808 depicting a semi-nude Pauline Bonaparte Borghese
posing as Venus, victorious after the judgment of Paris (fig. 3). A “privileged few” were
invited to view the reclining life-size figure
after dark, when the dramatic play of candlelight on wax heightened the aesthetic experience. [1] The sculpture’s base also contained
a mechanism that slowly rotated the Venus,
revealing it to the viewer from every angle. If
the theatrical scenography around this waxcoated marble seems unusual, it is only a
particularly scopophilic example of the way
late-eighteenth-century viewers corresponded with the classical ideal. [2]
	The high-contrast chiaroscuro that
delighted Canova’s admirers had been
prized since the Renaissance, when Leon
Battista Alberti and Leonardo da Vinci
encouraged students of art to draw sculpture by candlelight to better understand
relief, a practice that became a key part of
academic art training for centuries thereafter
(see fig. 4). [3] In her writing on the display
and representation of Roman antiquities,
Mary Bergstein has described how, well into
the nineteenth century, the Vatican’s collection of antiquities would be opened after
nightfall to connoisseurs and royal visitors. [4]
As one viewer described the play of light
over the Vatican collection in 1870,
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	The statue seems as though it’s on
the verge of speaking or moving.
The eyes seem to sparkle, the lips
to tremble, even the blood seems
visible under a soft and transparent
flesh. Our torches turning around
the stupendous Laocoön group
made us see it in different ways, discover the most recondite parts,
spell out the beautiful passages, and
understand their significance. [5]
This candlelit byway in the history of art is
surprisingly helpful in developing a further

understanding of Erin Shirreff’s approach to
sculpture, and, significantly, to charting the
phenomenological experience of her work.
Since the nineteenth century,
sculpture has been installed for one relatively immediate audience but mainly
encountered, and its existence made known
to larger numbers, through photography. A
sculpture’s path from object to presentation
and then representation is usually murky,
however, whether by the often undocumented process of installing and staging it,
the dodged and cropped photographs that
illustrate it, or the contemporary transmission of its digital images. In an age when
the ubiquity of smartphones has effectively
collapsed these distinctions—between
firsthand viewing of art and the creation
of its representation—Shirreff most often
approaches three-dimensional forms
through their depictions in photography. As
she noted in a recent interview, “Sharing
the same space as the object was somehow
difficult . . . . It was clear that I wasn’t able
to let myself be as absorbed by the physical
encounter as I was by the experience of
the image. The remove offered by the reproduction opened up a contemplative space.” [6]
	In this, Shirreff commits a kind
of heresy against the idea of the unique and
auratic artwork, violating the truism that
firsthand viewing is always superior. Her
observation—that reproductions allow her
the space to see, if not more clearly, then
with a productive difference—may seem
to result from her age: drowning in photographs as we are, she makes a virtue
from necessity. However, Shirreff’s belief
was shared by one of the great connoisseurs of the modern era, Bernard Berenson.
Remarking on the probability of inadequate
lighting and the guarantee of memory’s
fallibility when observing artworks in situ,
Berenson wrote that he relied on photography “not for capturing, but for improving
upon the actual experience of art.” [7] After
a lifetime of study, he admitted in 1948, “I
am not ashamed to confess that I have more
often gone astray when I have seen the
work of art by itself and alone, than when I
have known its reproductions only.” [8]
	The way selective illumination highlights pregnant detail is particularly relevant

	It is this potential that Shirreff systematically harnesses in her varied and
interrelated bodies of work: her video studies of individual, illuminated photographs;
her cut-metal and poured-plaster sculptural
assemblages; her interruptive and overlapping photographs and collages; and her
photographic canvases, which depict forms
related to her sculpture. Rather than encouraging others to analyze her work, Shirreff
has stated, “I mostly just want it to be felt.” [10]
With her early video Sculpture Park (Tony
Smith), 2006, she invented an approach
that would thereafter become central to her
practice: developing processes that enable
her audience to feel, through time, sculpture’s very emergence into the visual realm.
	To create that work, Shirreff first made
a group of cardboard maquettes based
on images documenting Smith’s far-flung

another, related film, Shirreff filmed only her
maquette of Smith’s Die (fig. 5). Instead of
waiting for it to appear, we watch it slowly
rotate for seven minutes, as if we are walking around it, or observing it on a turntable.
Smith’s iconic six-foot black cube is, among
other things, a volumetric representation of
the Vitruvian man, and Shirreff presents it
in the darkness like Canova’s rotating nude,
worthy of twilight discovery from every
angle. Awaiting the emergence of form in
these videos, we engage in a drawn-out
encounter with mediation itself: a video
recording of cardboard re-creations of photographs of sculptures. [13]
Shirreff took a similar approach to
that of Sculpture Park in Medardo Rosso,
Madame X, 1896, 2013 (plate 10). Her
departure point for that video was a photograph of Rosso’s “portrait” head from an
edition of a 1937 book on sculpture. [14]
Shirreff scanned and enlarged the image,
and altered its aspect ratio before printing it on four different kinds of paper stock
and translucent plastic. She used a digital
camera to repeatedly photograph these
prints while adjusting lights over and behind
them in her studio, introducing shadows
and highlights. Some images underline
the paper and others practically hide the
photographic intermediary. Finally, Shirreff
narrowed nearly 900 unique digital images
down to 132. [15] She ordered them, and
used animation software to fade them into
each other. The resulting twenty-four-minute
video is a slow burn.
	In Rosso’s Madame X, figuration
simultaneously emerges and disintegrates;
the proto-abstract sculpture seems to moot
the representational function of art itself.

Fig. 5 Sculpture Park, Tony Smith, Die, 2007.
Color video, silent. Edition 1/3 and 2 AP.
Loop (7:16 minutes). Collection of Dr. Paul
Marks, Toronto

in an age of rapid image dissemination:
sculptures are ever more in danger of simply
being recognized rather than experienced.
And while the flash of recognition is inherently pleasurable, it filters our observations
through the snapshot’s flat and totalizing
lens, and it risks shortening encounters with,
for example, the symphonic sculptures of
the Laocoön group to mere identifications,
or boxes on a checklist. The photography
of three-dimensional artworks always risks
such reductiveness, but it can also direct
our gaze, draw out our temporal experience of the object depicted, and help us see
detail in the darkness—like torchlight. [9]
In their accounts of special nighttime tours,
the Vatican spectators described not only
an exceptional communion with relics of
the past, but also their experience of seeing
well-known artworks as if for the first time.
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Fig. 4 Joseph Wright of Derby (British, 1734–1797). Three
Persons Viewing the Gladiator by Candlelight, 1764–65. Oil on canvas,
40 x 48 inches (101.6 x 121.9 cm). Private Collection

Fig. 3 Antonio Canova (Italian, 1757–1822).
Pauline Bonaparte Borghese as Venus Victrix, ca. 1808.
White marble, 63 x 75 1/2 inches (160 x 192 cm).
Collection Galleria Borghese, Rome

sculptural oeuvre. [11] Deliberately grainy
and lo-fi, Sculpture Park (Tony Smith)
begins as a black screen, and only as fake
Styrofoam “snow” begins to accumulate on
the tabletop-scale cardboard maquettes
does the sequence of Smith’s familiar forms
slowly and successively come into view:
Die, 1962; Amaryllis, 1965; The Keys to.
Given!, 1965; Spitball, 1970; and She Who
Must Be Obeyed, 1975. Such low-budget
models and special effects have been used
in movie production since the 1890s, but
the scale and material of Shirreff’s diorama
also echo the genesis of Smith’s own work.
He famously crafted his first sculptures
from the small cardboard boxes in which
medicine was delivered during his childhood confinement to a tuberculosis isolation ward. A black metal stove, the only
source of heat in his seclusion, became for
Smith a symbol of mystery and a kind of
divinity; he studied it for hours: after enough
time with any object, he observed, “that
object becomes a little god.” [12] The stove
inspired Smith’s use of black-painted aluminum for his own large-scale sculptures,
and he experimented with cardboard models
throughout his career.
Shirreff filmed Sculpture Park (Tony
Smith) with almost no light. To find an image
in the shadows, the video recorder adjusted
the contrast and overexposed the image,
adding grey digital noise to the Styrofoam
dust. Instead of driving viewers away,
as precipitation would in a winter sculpture
park, these veils of interference prolong
looking. The Styrofoam snow reflects minute amounts of light, so the very flakes
that “hide” the copies of Smith’s sculptures
are also exactly what make them visible. In

acknowledges the impossibility of taking in
a sculpture like Rosso’s in a single glance,
and the dangers of thinking the sculpture
and its photograph are interchangeable.
At first encounter, it may appear to belong
in the category of real-time single-shot
durational films such as Andy Warhol’s
eight-hour meditation on the Empire State
Building (Empire, 1964). However, like all of
her videos, Shirreff’s Madame X is instead a
narrative film that takes viewers on a tour,
reintroducing duration into the experience of
sculpture. Were they not so phantasmagoric,
Shirreff’s films could also be described as
didactic; they teach us to look closely.
	In his research on the photography
of Minimalist sculpture, Alex Potts developed a rule of thumb: the more minimal the
work, the more likely that spectators will
be absent from the frame. In documentation
of outdoor installations, for example, “the
absence of other people within the field of
vision suggests that the work exists entirely
within the individual viewer’s own space,
just as the work itself seems to dominate
and take possession of its immediate
surroundings.” [19] And in the case of works
installed in interior spaces, “the interference
of other figures is systematically edited
out and the arena of viewing left empty.” [20]
In both cases, we may presume that the
photographers (and the artists who selected
their images as illustrations) believed that
viewers of such sculptures via documentation were more ready to feel a relationship
to such works if their viewpoints were identical to that of the photographers’—standing
alone in the presence of art.
	If this is the approach that dominated
catalogue and art magazine photography
in the 1960s, it remains a far cry from most
photographs of sculpture. For the installation at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Shirreff
has dedicated a gallery to a group of historical photographs from the museum’s
archives. Her choices, a number of which
help illustrate this volume, document the
interaction with and presentation of sculpture from the early 1900s to the late 1960s
(see page 108). Rather than showing isolated artworks, they catalogue a wide range
of possible interactions between humans,
photographers, and modern art objects in

a museum setting: well-dressed viewers
drinking at exhibition openings, staff holding small sculptures for the camera, visitors
peering into vitrines, conversations alongside which sculpture becomes an afterthought. Even today, large-scale sculpture
must often be photographed in situ, without
the benefit of neutral backgrounds, and
Shirreff was also drawn to how these photographs became functional objects—marked
up with crop marks and Wite-Out to isolate
the details desired for publication.
Shirreff’s selection from the archives
highlights what happens when art is posed
and lived with instead of being isolated
from the fugitive. With this, she takes a risk
because, as theorist Siegfried Kracauer
observes,
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Rosso produced few original sculptural
compositions. Instead, he revisited and
recast clay models and often arrested the
lost wax method of bronze casting midway through the process, keeping the wax
shells for new versions of his works. And
along with Auguste Rodin, he was one of
the first artists to oversee the photography
of his sculpture, occasionally allowing the
images to be exhibited as surrogates for
the objects themselves. [16] The somewhat
grainy 1937 image Shirreff chose to work
with is less anthropomorphizing than those
Rosso produced himself; it shows the sculpture on a simple, functional base against
a neutral photographer’s background. In a
recent exhibition in Milan, curators installed
Madame X in front of a mirror, demonstrating that the sculpture is actually a shallow
frontal relief, more of a shell than a work
in the round. Yet nearly every photograph
of Madame X, including all of those by
Rosso, seems designed to hide that fact. As
Rosalind Krauss describes them, Rosso’s
photographs of his work gesture “toward the
unseeable side of objects.” [17]
At no point in Shirreff’s video are we
allowed to feel we have “seen” Rosso’s
sculpture as we would in a mirror or a flatly
lit documentary photograph. Instead, the
film’s animated, flickering passage between
light and darkness takes hold of our attention, and as the illumination successively
dwells on potential moods and modes of
Rosso’s sculpture, we follow, studiously
considering what the changing qualities of
the photograph might convey. In her essay
about Rosso and Rodin’s engagement
with Pictorialist photography, Geraldine
Johnson writes, “There are no two identical
versions of a Rosso sculpture. There are,
however, variations of the same sculptures
which acquire a completely new status in
the passage from one material to another.
The photographs emerge as the last variation in this series of transformations—after
the plasters, the bronzes, and the waxes.” [18]
	The subject of Shirreff’s video is a
photographic representation of Rosso’s
sculpture, rather than the sculpture itself,
but it shows how a single image can contain the iterative evolution of the artist
whose very work it represents. It implicitly

and materiality—now translated into
a yellowing, black-and-white print
in a dog-eared book. [22]

The collages, called Pages (plates 7, 14,
and 15), that Shirreff has made from such
catalogues of disappointment are usually simple juxtapositions of one individual
plate cut from a book and pinned to partially
cover another. Much like her use of snow in
Sculpture Park (Tony Smith), this simple act of
obscuring part of an image directs our attention to the details Shirreff wishes us to see.
In Pages, it also creates cohesion, giving her
fragmentary source material an improbably
rational appearance, like an exquisite corpse.
In a related way, Shirreff assembles her
recent cyanotypes by pinning collage elements to photosensitized fabric (plates 16,
22, 28, and 29). While these works are made
	Photography is bound to time in preby exposing them to light, Shirreff’s comcisely the same way as fashion. Since
the latter has no significance other
position metaphorically takes place “in the
than as current human garb, it is trans- dark”—she cannot know the layered visual
lucent when modern and abandoned
compositions until they are developed at the
when old. . . . The effect of an outfit
end of the process.
which was still worn only recently is
	To make photographic series such
comical. The recent past which claims as Monograph (plate 8), Signature, Signatures,
to be alive is more outdated than the
and Relief (plates 23–27), Shirreff creates
past that existed long ago and whose
small objects from plaster, foamcore,
[21]
meaning has changed.
and cardboard that share morphological
characteristics with modernist or Minimalist
sculpture. She photographs the objects
In Shirreff’s choice of images we see the
“timeless” art object alongside compeland enlarges the images, giving the toothy
ling evidence of temporality: tuxedoes at
miniatures a paradoxically monumental
presence. The artist then processes the
openings, palm tree décor, quirky exhibition
design. These adjacencies do not undermine photographic material: she poses and abuts
the historical importance of the sculptures
the images; she introduces blank space, like
nearby, but they do place them in the realm jump cuts; and she folds, tents, and otherwise manipulates the prints themselves,
of lived experience, in time that stutters
and starts along with fashion.
evoking the spread pages and gutters of a
Art’s risky relationship with fashion
book. Here, too, there is a temporal shift: in
also motivated Shirreff’s long-standing
an era dominated by rapid-fire online image
fascination with remaindered books, espeabsorption, Shirreff distills and prolongs the
fleeting juxtapositions and occlusions that
cially those assembling photographic
occur when one flips through the pages of a
representations of modernist sculpture.
book of photography. In an instantiation of
As Shirreff has recalled,
the time-based poetics of “reading” visual
images, our minds go to work on such art	It was incredible leafing through
works. We cannot stop conjuring their missthese books looking at these masing pages or tracing matches for separated
sive works, often made by artists
pairs. Depending on their experience with
no one talks about anymore, the
whole point of their efforts—to work
modern and Minimal abstract sculpture,
viewers may also mentally add hyperlinks
on the viewer’s body through scale
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Fig. 6 Drop (no. 10), 2014. Hot-rolled and Cor-ten steel,
86 x 29 x 20 inches (218.4 x 73.7 x 50.8 cm), installed. Collection of
Gerald and Jody Lippes
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to certain forms, connecting Shirreff’s fragmentary photographs to the absent artworks
that inspired them, from Calder to Caro,
Hepworth to Hare.
Shirreff’s own sculptures revisit and
transform this almost unconscious game
of cut and paste. They currently fall into two
bodies of work: Catalogue (plates 9 and
17–20) and Drop (fig. 6 and plates 11, 12,
and 21). Each Catalogue is an assemblage
of modestly scaled cast-plaster sculptural
elements, alternately arranged on pedestals,
tables, or shelves. The elements themselves
range from objects in the round to shallow
reliefs. While those few elements cast from
real objects, like a bottle or a vase, seem
deliberately lifted from a Giorgio Morandi
painting, the majority are geometric. Their
arced curves and hard edges gesture toward
protractor and compass drawings rather
than still life. And the discrete elements in a
Catalogue sometimes bear more than a family resemblance to those objects she makes
for photography in a series like Monograph.
Indeed, Shirreff has photographed elements
from a Catalogue sculpture to make Relief,
her most recent photographic series. Much
like the images in those series, Catalogues
appear to offer their beholders an inventory of sculptural possibilities.
	This is also true of Shirreff’s Drop
sculptures, which are strongly related to
drawing; their forms are traced discards of
paper collage. The first Drop sculptures

were varied shapes cut from thinly rolled
steel and then punched with a hole that
allowed them to be hung from a wallmounted bar. Looking at a suspended Drop
from the side is akin to peering into the
pages of an open book. Strong breezes cause
each element to sway slightly, evoking a
massive mobile or a wind chime. A few Drops
lean against the wall instead of hanging, their
thin metal sheets spread out like a deck of
cards (see plate 21). In their translation from
paper into steel, the Drops come to evoke
Minimalist gestures like the Prop sculptures
of Richard Serra, even as their hard-edged
organic forms seem closer to Ellsworth
Kelly’s perfectly imperfect curves. As much
as these works suggest change and interaction, they are also clearly composed; there
is no other way these odd elements would
have found their way into such precarious
configurations.
Each element of a Catalogue or a
Drop could be a small, independent sculpture in itself. Paradoxically, however, each
element also appears from certain angles
like a detail from another modernist sculpture. Looking at them, it is worth remembering the Vatican visitors, circumnavigating
the Laocoön group in the dark. Their torch
might have first illuminated an elbow,
then an unrecognizable cluster of muscles,
then a bulbous form, part of the snake
slowly killing father and sons. A nighttime
wanderer in a modern sculpture park might
come across the welded corner of a Mark
di Suvero I-beam, a sharp-edged round
fragment of a David Smith boiler tank, or a
blocky bronze wrinkle—the face of a monolithic Henry Moore figure. Seeing one of
these abstract sculptural parts would be like
looking at a photographic detail illuminated
just for the camera. Assemble them and
you have an analogue for the experience of
looking at Shirreff’s work; it is a guided tour
of modern sculpture’s history, not absorbed
through straightforward photographs in
the time it takes to turn a page, but as a collection of details. And over time, Shirreff
nurtures in her viewers an expectation
of such discovery. This is the reward that
keeps us circling her sculptures, reading the
spaces between her images, and lingering
in the light she casts on the work of others.
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CLOSE-UP

The Absent Object
JEFFREY WEISS ON ERIN SHIRREFF’S MEDARDO ROSSO, MADAME X, 1896, 2013

IN “WHY SCULPTURE IS BORING” (1846), Charles
Baudelaire seeks to diagnose the modern condition
of the sculptural object. His chief claim, however,
concerns the elementary nature of the object across
historical time. In contrast to painting, Baudelaire
writes, sculpture in the round is plagued by certain
crucial “disadvantages.” A painting is “despotic”:
In its flat frontality, it demands to be seen from one
position alone. Conversely, a work of sculpture,
which we are apt to view from many perspectives,
cannot control the way in which it is beheld. Despite
its identity as an autonomous object in the world, a
sculpture, Baudelaire claims, is therefore “elusive.”
Contingency of viewing is further heightened by
sculpture’s susceptibility to circumstance—to the
chance occurrence, say, of a flickering lamp, which
may create an unintended impression.
Baudelaire’s formulation of the status of the sculptural object is framed by a variety of sociocultural values that limit its application to later art. Yet it remains
a foundational text. In that he identifies sculpture as
constitutively susceptible to the physical conditions
of beholding in actual space, Baudelaire’s concerns
are with both the ontology of the object and the basic
terms of looking. Moreover, the implications of his
argument remain peculiarly relevant to the technologized conditions of beholding that pervade aesthetic
experience within a culture of the electronic image
that so often displaces the “actuality” of that experience where objects and object making are concerned.
For Erin Shirreff, sculptural beholding is inseparable from the mediating function of photographic
representation. While Shirreff’s tools include techniques from digital imaging, her primary “object” of
interest has long been the camera’s role, as recording
device, in the sculptural imaginary. One might describe
her work, in light of Baudelaire, as being devoted to
a staged intensification of the complex circumstances
of encounter and memory as they pertain to the
unstable identity of the aesthetic object.
Take Medardo Rosso, Madame X, 1896, a new
video that was on view in Shirreff’s shows at Lisa
Cooley in New York and White Cube Bermondsey in
London this past spring and summer, respectively. This
work addresses Rosso’s sculpture through the distancing effects of photographic—and videographic—
representation. Its terms, however, connote a paradox:

that, in the context of sculpture, photography is a
medium through which fullness of perceptual apprehension (and, reflexively invoking Walter Benjamin
on the autonomy of the aesthetic object, “aura”) can
be said to correspond to one’s diminishing contact
with sculpture’s material presence. Shirreff’s Medardo
Rosso represents a theory of the object. As such, the
indelible impression it leaves is a haunted one.
The video, which runs for twenty-four minutes, is
presented as a roughly seven-by-four-foot verticalformat projection against the flat surface of a shallow white box that juts five inches from the wall. It
shows a single photograph of Rosso’s sculpture
Madame X, which was reshot to produce multiple
images that were then subjected to the effects of

changing light. Shirreff discovered the photo in the
third edition of a book about modern sculpture by
the art historian Carola Giedion-Welcker (first published in German in 1937). Rosso is an important yet
somewhat obscure figure in the history of sculpture,
having produced work around the turn of the century that would come to be identified as a precursor
of modernist form. Indeed, Madame X is a specifically controversial work of Rosso’s: Because of its
extreme reductivism, which was thought to have
been impossible before the example of Constantin
Brancusi, Giedion-Welcker redated the sculpture,
from 1896 to 1913. During the 1910s, Rosso’s work
exerted a strong attraction on the Italian Futurists,
who extolled his attempts to approximate the tran-

Opposite page: Erin Shirreff,
Medardo Rosso, Madame X, 1896,
2013, digital video, color, silent,
24 minutes. Installation view.
Left: Medardo Rosso, Madame X,
1896, wax, 11 3⁄4 x 7 1⁄2 x 9 1⁄2".

Below: Exhibition announcement
for “Erin Shirreff: Day Is Long,”
2013, Lisa Cooley, New York.
Depicted: Source image for
Medardo Rosso, Madame X,
1896, 2013.
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This page and opposite:
Six stills from Erin Shirreff’s
Medardo Rosso, Madame X,
1896, 2013, digital video,
color, silent, 24 minutes.

Medardo Rosso asks us to remain
transfixed. By staying, we allow
the work to function, to intensify
through light and time our
material apprehension of an
object that is not there.
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sience of optical perception (which led him to
develop plastic equivalents for the cloaking effects of
darkness, for example, or for the indistinct impression that results from motion or the fleeting glance).
Contingent seeing in Rosso’s work was supported
not just by reductive form, but also by contingency’s
apparent opposite: a thickening materiality of means.
This included unusual combinations of materials,
such as plaster and wax, as well as a strikingly unorthodox approach, in the very late work, to the process
of casting in bronze. The casts were allowed to
retain, and thereby expose, the conventionally
unwanted material residue of the process of their
making, such that they became—despite the intrinsic
nature of casting as replication—unique objects.
Further, a significant aspect of Rosso’s practice
involved the camera. He can almost be said to have
produced sculpture in order to shoot it under multiple conditions of light and display. In this way, he
pictorialized the sculptural object, controlling the
vantage from which it is seen and thereby heightening
its optical effects. Rosso also engaged the photograph
itself as an object; through mounting, developing,

and cropping procedures, he used material variability to compromise the dependable mechanical sameness of photographic reproduction.
The photographic image Shirreff has chosen to
address is not Rosso’s own, but may have been commissioned for Giedion-Welcker’s book (in which it is
credited to Venezia Ferruzi). For her video, Shirreff
subjected the photo to a process that was laborintensive, and this process conditions the significance
of the final work. An abbreviated account is revealing: The “original” photograph was scanned and
then reformatted to fit the 16:9 aspect ratio of highdefinition video. This new, cropped image was then
printed on four types of paper with different finishes,
from matte to glossy, as well as on translucent film;
the original was enlarged in this process in order to
achieve greater detail. The four prints were then
digitally reshot hundreds of times while being subjected to hits of light from various sources. (The
translucent-film image was mounted on glass so that
it could be both spotlighted and backlit for this purpose, too). Finally, 132 of the resulting 878 images
were selected and reformatted, and then, with editing

software, “cross-faded” into one another. In the
resulting video, Madame X is exposed to what looks
like a continuous ebb and flow of illumination; our
vantage on the object is fixed while changing light
serves to index the movement of elapsing time.
Shirreff means to produce an illusionistic space
within the frame, so that at first we believe we are
seeing light model the object itself. As we watch, it is
repeatedly made clear that the light is revealing the
textural surface detail of a flat image instead.
Shirreff’s moves are not technically complex, and
she deliberately emphasizes material means over
digital ones (printed images and actual, rather than
virtual, effects of light). Taken together, the very procedures of producing the video can be said to enact
a shifting proximity of encounter. In its elusive sculptural form, Rosso’s Madame X is a representation of
contingent optical experience, even as the object is
also susceptible to its own optical contingency—the
“deficiency” of sculpture as identified by Baudelaire.
Yet in Shirreff’s video, the photograph itself is subject
to circumstance, to variation through reprinting and
to the distortions of light. The size of the projection

creates a larger-than-life impression that commands
the gallery space (the experience would be quite
different were the image contained by a monitor).
As we watch the image of the object move through
time, the sculpture’s very topography appears to
change. At times its appearance is almost obliterated.
Indecipherability is induced by both darkness and
light: Veiled in one sequence, the head flares up in the
next, where it is glaringly overlit and thereby consumed, as by fire. Further along, low light from a
new direction lends the sculpture the form of a
death’s-head. It is startling to grasp that a shifting
sensation of the identity of the object can derive from
the simple manipulation of an image of it.
Shirreff’s video is also a contingent object: Within
the space of the gallery, it, too, is framed by circumstances. Indeed, in that it is time-based, our experience of the work is influenced by the point at which
we enter and exit the room. This is often true of
video, of course: Few are the installations of longform video that most spectators stay and watch from
beginning to end. Nonetheless, Medardo Rosso
seems to solicit extended viewing: It asks us to remain

transfixed. By staying, we allow it to function, to
intensify through light and time our material apprehension of an object that is not there. It is in this way
that the work indirectly reflects on the status of the
aesthetic object in a post-Conceptualist age of virtual
representation, simulacra, and commercial manufacture, as well as on the periodic resurgence of medium
specificity and craft. That is, according to the ethic of
her work, mediation for Shirreff is less a device than
an acknowledged condition—a cultural given.
Processed and reprocessed, the photograph in
Medardo Rosso is many times removed from both
the early image and the crafted object it depicts. The
mechanical image possesses its own ontology: The
camera permits the object, in the form of a trace, to
be held. Contingency and material substance are
simultaneously acknowledged. Once the video
comes to an end, the spell is broken and the sensation undone. What remains is distance, a metonymy
of loss.
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